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Grievous Real-time Metrics
Local definition, all conceivable angels compromised – index
“Name and Identity,” implication of Tony Robbins and vacuum of
paid for product and its criminal pattern:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/11/rov.png
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/11/ti.jpg
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ROOT CAUSE ANALYSES
NAME AND IDENTITY’S MISDIAGNOSIS SOLUTION SPACE

Abstract
With deep-learning based Artificial Intelligence with Local to
Global Scope, a misdiagnosis solution space is a new x for an
optimized y’s occupation of perception-based technology’s zed:
GamifiedApp.com
How can I do better?
On May 24, 1959, I am an only son of a statutory rape’s
parameter with a May 14, 2019 Uber/Getaround accident in Los
Angeles County. Data pipeline is a decades old crime. Never
prosecuted, simultaneously mapped and synchronized, an Uber’s
killing of a pedestrian is an isolation, classification and
definition of the metrics on my Uber Driver App, so navigational
sequences verify Riders in context that caused an autonomous
murder.

Introduction
Navigation on my Uber Driver App was compromised, and all Riders
and navigation was an internal to external criminal conspiracy:
May 14, 2019, as an Uber Driver, I stopped at Beverly Blvd on
Dillion West of Los Angles, just North of Wilshire District. I
looked both ways. Rider in car was of olfactory and of the
grievous circumstances to delay and impede to trigger a
catastrophic event, as I proceeded to cross Beverly Blvd on
Dillon with haste, a requirement and a necessity at such
location and time, before I was to get across Beverly Blvd, I
was struck by a vehicle traveling from the East-bound direction
on Beverly Blvd. The vehicle struck the passenger’s side, at the
front wheel and just before I was able to enter Dillion and get
across Beverly Blvd.
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GREYS ANATOMY “Into You Like A Train”
My TV spec comparison was called GREYS ANATOMY “Out To Get Us.”
Spec =>
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/outtogetus.pdf
I have been attacked by a relentless accost; people are
physically running into me – occupy my peripheral with agitation
to trigger and or an event that has caused exclusions with PD in
loop. If I eat, use a resource or even shop, the touching,
physically bumping into me, gestures, quips and just plain
deliberate occupation to cause an emotional upheaval a state is
ongoing.
Natural Selection
Of all the Riders in my Uber Driver App, a fraction were a
profoundly a different UX for me as a Driver and the rapport
went through the roof! I had complained to Uber – non avail and
they are liable to me civilly! The Getaround peer-to-peer car
rental was also internal, hostile and there never was a smooth
on boarding with them, a complete struggle and hassle each time.
There were Riders in my Uber Driver app that were trying cause
fatigue, conflagrate my cross-dominancy and there were regular
intervals at where pedestrians, many with bicycles, they had
tried to cause an accident. I have never been in an accident,
come from a hereditary background at here I am a relative of
Hall of Fame Jockeys. I can drive anything with wheels, tracks –
props, jets, two or four legs – it was a major challenge every
single time, let alone the constant navigational disruption,
internal hostilities about that and that danger to me, them and
others – with this Uber perpetrator that had no care for the
safety of themselves and or others.
Trauma
At one time, I had my left bicep severed from these accost,
impediment – this running into me is in the same context of what
happened on May 14, 2019. The day before this accident on May
14, 2019, there was an African American in my Uber, reeking of
alcohol – vociferous as to where I was taking him, explaining
about a violent acting scene that he was going to have with a
woman. Another driver in a white Mercedes, the same day, “He was
4

really aggressive,” was this other Rider’s response, as I took
him to his destination in Beverly Hills that evening, the driver
of that Mercedes literally attempted to ram my Uber/Getaround
vehicle. The vehicle in question May 14, 2019 hit the passenger
side with brunt force. The airbags deployed on passenger side,
not mine - injuring me at about my heart from the force of the
seat belt. The Rider exited without a word and vanished on me
during this orchestrated catastrophic event.
Rover.com
My first customer was Marvin Acuna, October of 2018, a resident
of the Trio Apartments in Pasadena California/proprietor of the
Pizza Plant nearby. Thanksgiving Weekend 2018, a man named Chris
David, an academy member is connected to this criminal pathology
to impede my path, olfactory and that stalk of my peripheral,
and it was after that Holiday weekend, house and dog-sitting for
Chis David of Pasadena Cali, gigging with the Rover.com App, I
used the peer-to-peer car rental Getaround for my Uber vehicle.
There was residual contraband tossed in that car, and on May 14,
2019 – the night of the accident, Marvin Acuna accosted me. I
avoided him, post this rhetoric “let insurance take care of it”
scam. My gigging with Rover.com was compromised from this person
and all infrastructure with Getaround.com were in a criminal
context.
Killing of Thoroughbreds
Olfactory is a loop into Santa Anita Park Race Track in Arcadia
Cali. Deduction of the San Luis Rey Downs Training Center fire
from a meth-lap explosion, the utilization to cause condition
with scopolamine and meth for cognitive competitive composition
of an equine athlete, relative to Tony Robbins – this constant
pattern disrupt of persons jerking their arms, a libido assault
to cause emotional upheaval, a defensiveness aligns with the
multiple horse deaths that are in concert with a criminal
misdiagnosis of Item A’s problem space.

Problem Space
Item A =>
•
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https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/11/38430013_
140879243489504_8325463120231268352_n.jpg

Never charged nor divulging of that rape, my father, Author
James McCready illegally started Thoroughbred Racehorses for
over forty years for the then Longacres Race Track in Renton
Washington. I am an only son, and my mother, Janyce Elaine
Langlot of Veradale Washington states “she never did anything
about it.” Endangerment of a child is a not an option!

Item B =>
•

https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/doj.pdf
Stifled Innovation

My father who started thoroughbreds illegally for decades is
part of a culture of lies that revolves around criminal
circumstances, stipulating the “LUCK” television production, as
brazen insurance fraud is in an infrastructure of 12 step
criminal networks harbored in horse racing, they are creating
misinformation for profit and power.
Criminal Navigational Positioning
Aprx 7:30 AM, after repeated, unprovoked criminal challenges, as
an Uber Partner Driver, from first utilization of Getaround
services in November 2018 at when residual contraband was left
conveniently in that peer to peer rental, the first ping on May
14, 2019, that Rider that got in my Uber/Getaround car on the
day of that accident is on the wrong side of the street at when
I picked him up – variations of this rampant too.
Navigational challenges through-out my Uber/Partner term, one of
them is this pattern to deliberately position the Rider on the
wrong side of the street of the location indicator of the Uber
Driver app. Metrics plummet of my ratings, an indoctrination of
Riders in the fields of Real Estate were aggressive, just prior
to May 14th 2019, and at where my Uber rating had climbed the
highest after many challenges, a clear demarcation is defined. I
am a top driver, but rating are only to plummet again from this
physical and psychological attack!
On May 14, this first Rider entered the Uber/Getaround with an
olfactory. Part of the grievous backstory, I was alerted from an
already contentious beginning with Getaround. Also, I am right
handed but left-eyed, and I noticed that challenge again, as my
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mother had switched my hands as a child, something I struggle
with but by no means impedes my driving, unless, of course,
there is a deliberate attempt to do so – even then I am able to
reestablish my focus yet aware of a peripheral predator. My
mother, step-brother and sister of Veradale Washington are
criminally connected to 12 step infrastructure, usually crawling
amongst undocumented maids, low level employees with the slack
taken up by infrastructure.
Leaving Scene of An Accident
Concerned for the safety of all, I did not believe that this
Rider should have had left that accident scene without first
checking in me, as after that accident, he left quickly, and I
am, actually, querying a bystander as to their well-being, and
this Rider? Those metrics are on my Uber Driver app, and that is
my position to claim civil remedy. Metrics will not lie! They
will!
Human, Civil Rights Violations
Although homeless as explained in Item B in a letter to Jeff
Sessions, I was able to achieve a Plan For Achieving Self
Support to fund my ability to get another Real Estate License,
yet prior to this, I am confronted with stimuli to agitate and
impede at where I threw my Internet appointment slip at a
Librarian staff member in the Glendale Central Library, and
subsequent events, I was later arrested for “Disturbing The
Peace.” There has been and still is these pathological patterns
to incriminate and discredit me to justify, excuse these crimes?
“Excuse me” is always a window of predatory engagement and
delivered at time and with libido psychological attack, all with
intonation, location, beat and rhythms!
Credibility And Property
My father and mother’s blatant disregard me, a child then and
into adulthood – credibility is not there, so I can only deduce
property. There is a single family home in Tukwila Washington,
and my father died in 2007 – with my step-mother, Sylvia M
McCready a long-time resident of that property, now 84, that may
very well legally belong to me, let alone I question as to my
father’s ability to disinherit me, as a rapist of a minor –
never charged nor prosecuted for that crime, to engage
criminally in horse racing for decades, be part of a large horse
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racing family in the Pacific Northwest, lying to achieve his
State License, it is clear the credibility is not there,
property must be a primary motive.

Incidents for Dialogue
Rather than go to trial as sheepishly offered by the Public
Defender at the time, I chose to plead “no contendre.” I have
held three DRE licenses prior to that. I knew that it would not
impact my ability to get a DRE License. Passing the DRE then,
maybe the first or second out the door, the Los Angeles chapter
of the DRE contacted me after I received my pass notice for the
State, and they wanted to “talk to me.” This has been a grievous
and contentious loop for the last 18 plus years at where someone
or the other, usually with PD sent in the loop so I could do the
“talk to me.”

Adam Schiff
Grievous and a multitudinous pipeline of problems that I have to
go through is a constant felonious harassment that dates to the
rape of my mother, her negligence to provide for the safety of a
child and her willingness to endanger and the patterns
throughout that lead to this very accident on May 14, 2019, I am
constantly accosted, barraged with peripheral patterns and
pathology, either with objects that I may desire and or hostile
libido representation of a personal fact or trajectory of mine,
regularly to poison by blog-posts and or intellectual property
to put me in a defensive, hateful state at where I may react
with revenge and resentment. Temperatures of buses, libraries
and with utilization of the Pasadena Police Helicopter,
navigationally and an offensive, recently timed and targeted at
where employee will shake a doormat prior to infiltrate the air,
with peripheral occupation of illnesses, there is a relentless
attempt to get me sick, yet I have overcome chronic,
lifethreatening disease homeless, did a major surgery where the
place of rehabilitation at the Royal Palm in Glendale Cali froze
my knee to indoctrinate opiates, and to cause blood clots to
reach my heart! I was appalled to see a letter from US
Representative Adam Schiff praising them on their wall - another
AA member? Let alone my countless attempts to communicate to
Senator Diane Feinstein and 100s of phone calls to the LA FBI
and emails to the DOJ?
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Coffee
Patronizing MacDonalds in Koreatown Los Angeles on May 13, 2019,
at the accident location, this was presented to the driver that
hit me – tea! I had order coffee that day, given tea then and
there were multiple incidents at this particular Macdonalds, I
am regularly accosted with persons targeting me to observe them
with coffee. Copious was that driver to demonstrate and brandish
it before me and of the pipeline at proximity, of this
relentless psychological attack, stimuli, gestures, quips and
unwanted physical touching and olfactory to “blow something of
another up.” A proprietor had given her a tea at the accident
location on May 14, 2019. That driver had hit me!
Police Report =>
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-1.jpg
Driver =>
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-5.jpg
Driver’s Car =>
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-4.jpg
Uber/Getaround =>
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-7.jpg

Pipeline
From a loop of Regus Business Center, kleverdog coworking in LA
Chinatown, I have been engaged by criminal pathology, plagued
with incidents that get me excluded from resources. After
kleverdog coworking in LA Chinatown, I returned to Arcadia
California, and subsequent events, the accosts and peripheral
occupation of stimuli aggressively commenced – touching, a
precarious three taps on my back or arm, gestures, olfactory and
rhetoric of this “book” this or the other, again a context at
where I did not see that driver!
At Arcadia Cali’s Golds Gym, 24 Hour Fitness and the Westfield
Mall and their Public Library, I noticed that trainers, some gym
patrons were in the context of the scopolamine and meth
conditioning. I have been excluded and denied access from each
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of those resources - all unprovoked and grievous attacks and in
direct proportion to Item B. After the letter to then the acting
Attorney General Jeff Sessions, Arcadia PD at one time had me
cuffed, legs crossed before me and sitting on a sidewalk,
Arcadia PD literally punched me in the face. All about this
leave this or that place: “Just leave,” quoting the Central
Library Director in Arcadia Cali in September of 2018 at when I
saw two PD, the ones who threatened me and had touched in
context of the priori of that library, these types of things are
said.
Gratitude And Tony Robbins
I as literally kicked in the back at Golds Gym in Arcadia Cali,
again leaving that day, if I ever did that or another, straight
to jail. They let it slide and excluded me! Security at the
Westfield Mall in Arcadia Cali then, the ones I observed dealing
drugs in the parking lot had thanked me for not attacking back –
relentless circumstance I hear often on Metro, regularly
attacked by their breaking, door slams, bus riders calling out
upon leaving “thank you,” or elsewhere “I appreciate” yada yada
yada

Fridays
Friday, and in September of 2018, again accosted leaving the
Arcadia Cali Public Library, I responded to this accost “that
you can’t hate on me,” regular is the peripheral occupation with
libido stimuli of pedophilia; immediately engaged by a library
staff member, a pregnant woman at that time, noticing the
trafficking of Thai children there, questioning the intention of
these pregnancies now, this is the staff that was supportive of
the people who did the unwanted touching, as I had sternly
reprimanded them multiple times, she had another staff member
call the police on me this Friday at when I was leaving the
Arcadia Cali Central Library.
Stabbed In Bowel
When the two Arcadia PD arrived that day in September of 2018,
that “just leave” day, I recognized one, or maybe both as the
persons that were present, a day in the Rampart District of Los
Angeles, one of them that had stabbed me. I took a puncture
wound to the bowel and almost blead to death at the Los Angles
Good Samaritan Hospital that night and on the operating table!
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“You don’t mess with those people” was that attacker’s response
that night. My decades of TM, that flatline saved my life,
otherwise that “waiting” .. After that Arcadia PD had punched me
that other day, prior to this incident just explained,
mentioning now that both officers wielded their batons in their
escort from the Arcadia Central Library that Friday explained
now, I barely escaped a beating!

“I Don’t Need A Reason”
This was what was said about the eviction that had made me
homeless, that noticed delivered on Good Friday 2001 at the
Glendale YMCA and of the content of Item B, I get this relative
“have a good one” rhetoric that is in context all the time. The
day that I was punched by Arcadia PD, incident upon leaving the
Arcadia Central Library, the Friday spoken of, persons were
touching my book-bag and me. Yelling at that person, the officer
responding in loop, the one that punched me, hand-cuffed me and
all, he asked me “do you know what this is about?,” for which, I
responded “yeah, property transfer,” and he says “is that what
you think this is about?”

Leaving Chinatown LA
When I first arrived in this loop spoken of, being excluded from
LA kleverdog coworking Chinatown LA, another unprovoked attack
and of the multiple contacts of course, complaints lodged by
criminal AA members for no other reason than to attack, abuses
that engages in rhetoric, Arcadia PD had pulled a gun on me! Not
the first time, another time! Yes, there was a maid who called
Pasadena PD on a Friday again! Pasadena PD had pulled a gun on
me there. I stay and sleep at night alongside a garbage bin in a
parking lot of the now Integro Insurance Brokers in Pasadena
Cali. It is that night, seeing that maid who explained to the
Pasadena PD that she was afraid? I have a tag-line in a feature
screenplay, “She sees scary things.” She resembles the woman
that had rammed my Getaraound/Uber vehicle on May 14, 2019 – a
maid at the time for what is now the Integro Insurance in
Pasadena Cali.
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Santa Anita Park Race Track
The last thoroughbred I trained was a seven-year-old mare called
“To Be Positive.” Compromised at the starting gate, stipulating
that my father, this rapist was still illegally starting
thoroughbreds for decades and part of this culture of lies,
there are countless times I am confronted with halitosis,
mentioning that I was excluded from Santa Anita Park Race Track
for having the alcohol on my breath. Olfactory of menstruation,
and one woman who happened on my Uber Rider metrics, I had to
facilitate this woman’s emergency circumstance lest she bleed
all over my car! I had contracted Hep C 1a and 1b from
unprotected sex from a woman called Susan Richardson in 1991, an
orchestrated event in Arcadia Cali, and this as with all is the
grievous patterns, all interconnected and the data on my Uber
Diver/Getaround metrics and even the Rover.com, this is my claim
to civil and advocate criminal prosecution – Grand Jury
Investigation!
AA And Service Pathology
I was happy to help though spoiled by her conspiracy that is in
direct proportion to me having had unprotected sex with a woman
called Susan Richardson at the Huntington Downs 1991, her
Townhome then in Arcadia Cali. I contracted Hep C genotype 1a
and 1b! I go out of my way to take her to a Hotel near the LAX,
retrospect of an indoctrinated drug delivery pattern by this
Rider with me the molested Uber Driver to do so? Not going to
happen! There is no situation that these dots have not been
connected!
Senator Jack Scott
When I left Horse Racing in 1986 in Inglewood Cali, I drove to
Pasadena and decided that I wanted to go to college. I had
written him, then at Pasadena City College, even suspect I met
him at an AA meeting, viciously attacked after attending an AA
meeting at Caltech, my college hopes were derailed. Jack Scott
at one time did accost and pass diametric and the day his
adopted son had committed suicide, I was visited, unprovoked at
the President’s Square in Arcadia Cali, “it can happen,” this is
what was said to me?
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Wrong Major
With less than a 9th grade education, I excelled to honor grades.
However, the introduction of libido stimuli, homosexuality and
pathology, accosted then, and I was devastated from the
derailment of my education! Let alone, being an English major
instead of mathematics, science and or computer tech major,
there is evidence of hereditary family members that are using my
cross dominance caused by them to destroy the quality of my
life, as a parameter of the metrics on my Uber Diver/Getaround
and in direct proportion to that May 14, 2019 accident, I buy a
guitar and write lyrics to a song called “Begging for a C” after
my college disposition, inspired by a statement of then Dr.
Hammond, a Geology 1A teacher, somewhat exasperated, she warned
me to get Cs and leave Pasadena City College as fast as I could
versus get honor grades and go to UCLA? Again, an index as to a
why that I had not seen this driver that hit my vehicle.

Book Bag And Maid
Item => C
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/file.jpeg
Sleeping by this garbage bin has made me a target of maids and
incidents way too numerous to detail now. It is safe to say,
with 24/7 context, at anywhere that I may have had an
opportunity of resources or resourcefulness, you will find this
compromise that dates to Item A and is the cause of Item B.

Not Seeing Driver
Treated twice for 48 weeks with Peginterferon and Ribavirin and
homeless on this brutal treatment regime, I was given standard
dosage, a weak implication where a stronger dosage was necessary
to cure me, physically punched at this Glendale Memorial
Hospital by this accost spoken of, and another time, I was put
in an MRI with that severed bicep – post a brutal physical
attack at where the assailant threw me to the ground, a
professional take-down, patted me for weapons simultaneously and
repeatedly yanked on my book-bag to fracture my LEFT arm! I am
right-handed though left-eyed, this was switched on me in
childhood…
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Post this attack, patterns and persons from the unprovoked
eviction from the Glendale Cali YMCA, they brandished their
presence and with demonstration of culpable relation, explicit
an African American, an employee there in 2001 at interim and in
direct proportion to Item B and the unlawful eviction, I was a
person in the “Protective Class” with chronic Hepatitis C then
and at the time with genotype 1a and 1b, a life-threating
condition. Again, when asked as to the “why” of the eviction,
their response was “I don’t need a reason.” Rather the legal
definition of a Hotel and or its jurisdiction is not the
question and this backstory, the qualitative assault to demean,
destroy and cause self-sabotage and direct catastrophic event
is.
The ever-ending struggle and hassle with health care, getting
blood clots in the first Hep C treatment, getting Ultrasound,
the doctor then never told me of the blood clots! Instead, he
had me go to his office in Beverly Hills on a regular basis so
he could attach me to an acupuncture apparatus, so after another
Ultrasound at Glendale memorial, the clots were divulged to me
and I was given blood thinners, a sole motive at that point was
that it would escalate the Hep C virus. Staying on the Blood
thinners during the second treatment, it proved a God send, as
1b imploded and left me with only 1a, but no doctor told me
after that second relapse, post its brutal pharmaceutical
regime!
Relapsing that second time, distraught and all this still
homeless and to this day, I thought another biopsy would divulge
a stasis because I had responded to that medication. However, my
primary Dr at the time, Dr. Marco Gomez-Garcia MD and the other
doctors that I was seeing at Glendale Memorial told me not to –
even one saying that it might kill me! However, finding another
doctor at Glendale Memorial, I was sent to Glendale Adventist,
and the biopsy there revealed that I had stage 1-2 grade 3, so
the Hep C had advanced from .959 on treatments!
Leading Hep C Cure
I went to Cedars-Sinai, happily where all my health care is now,
Dr. Poordad, then the head of their oncology department sent me
into a Gilead Clinical, and Gilead Sciences paid for my meds and
labs, paid me and I achieved SVR in six months and without the
brutal side-affects! It was only when that I was at the Gilead
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Clinical that I was told that I only had genotype 1a, for if I
had 1b, I would of not been eligible. I was cured of Hep C in
2012, homeless – the successful one of that 1,500.

Olfactory
Arriving at Santa Anita Race Track at 16 in 1975, later plied
with alcohol as a minor, I had quit drinking in all forms and
entered AA for a year in New York City in 1985. This is a
relative dark cloud that shows up; particular at when I am doing
well, I am attacked in this pipeline and everything falls apart.
Returning to Santa Anita in 1986, I went to work for a trainer
called Jim Dotson, and I was way past consuming alcohol.
However, one morning – like countless jobs of the past, he
picked a fight with me and I left that day, and upon returning
to Santa Anita, I was floored trying to enter the backstretch of
that racetrack. I was told I could not enter because I had
alcohol on my breath, an accusation, an outright categorical lie
of Jim Dotson!

12 Step Members
Peripheral stimuli is relentless with its direct
accost, gestures, olfactory – pounding on furniture,
the touching and quips, the Metro Drivers and their
breaks, all is way too numerous to explain, but all is
interconnected with Law Enforcement in the loop,
reminding of the 1000 contacts with PD stated in Item =
B, and here, again – in the cross-walk countdown, a lie
in wait, last one I paid, before that one, I wrote the
Judge and he let me go, but, again a “talk to me.”
Item => D
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/file1
.jpeg
I am illegally cited and attacked in the context of May
14, 2019.
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Conclusion
Root cause analyses with my name and identity is a narrative for
a misdiagnosis solution space, for a trajectory to Deep Machine
Learn and apply an Artificial Intelligence wrap will register on
the blockchain with an addendum at interims.
Despite my profound challenges, I will not be defeated in tech,
as a self-taught software engineer and a founder, this backstory
will be Global from the local scope of a homeless man. Again, I
can only say, if you go to where I may have had a resource or
resourcefulness, use Boolean logic under a Federal Crime to lie,
you will find a solution.

Addendum
In the fall of 1994, reacting from peripheral stimuli,
I was excluded from the Pasadena Central Library, and
upon my retreat from that Library, two Pasadena Police
had arrived, interviewed me and took me to Edgemont
Hospital in Hollywood Cali on a psychiatric 5150. One
of them threatened to hunt me down and kill me –
subsequent events me being stabbed? The peripheral and
proximal stimuli and criminal occupation still exists
to this day with varying degrees to agitate and of
these same motives.
Getting there by way of USC Medical Center, I was plied
with psychiatric meds and at one time was taking 80mgs
of Prozac;for which, losing discretion as it crept up
on me, I smoked crack out of my corn-cob pipe,
resulting in a drug dependency that lasted several
months.
2014
Dating back to this interview prior to my second colon
screening, this “alcohol on breath” issue =>
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/1.png
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This has been explained regarding the context of
exclusions, unprovoked attacks and particular with
Santa Anita Park Race Track, so this time, I was tested
=>
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/2.png
Preparing for a colon screen, upon entering that
medical office facility at Cedars-Sinai Endoscopy at
8536 Wilshire Blvd, Suit 202 Beverly Hills Ca, 90211,
David M. Padua MD was jovially masquerading such state
with two other employees for my “benefit,” then
stepping quickly out of my sight to disseminate. This
was the day of the initial interview.
Friday 11th
I followed-up one month later =>
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/3.png
On that Friday, staff and the nurse that took my breath
test were not all there, stipulating, mimicking my
personal data in my pipeline and on my website; after
several attempts to get them to post my results, of those
patterns to suggest and of its deliberate delay or
impede, I participated in a convoluted narrative on the
mycslink – conceptualized cognitive states were stated
to establish rapport.
Meanness
However, their position was to escalate versus
deescalate: combative in demeanor and in no way with an
intent to provide the health care one can expect
without a fight, flight or defensive indoctrination in
loop, and this infiltrated scheduling, giving me a date
on the day of Item D. This is the type of dialogue and
charades I experienced with Getaround among many other
things!
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Talk to Me
David Y Kawasheri MD, my Primary since the fall of
2012, he demanded that we converse over the phone, and
he informed me that David M Padua MD would not perform
a scheduled, crucial, life-saving colon screening on me
unless I have a Psychiatric Evaluation and must be
approved first:
Denying me a medical procedure is unacceptable, and the
utilization of emotional or psychiatric conditioning to
excuse criminal infrastructure is not Internal Medicine
and Primary Care. With data gathered five years ago,
not advised nor a diagnosis plan presented to me,
noncompliance internal, the doctor–patient relationship
was criminally compromised, a violation of contemporary
medical ethics.

Withholding of Test Results
The denial of services started in 2014 with a
cancelation of an appointment, a recurring event and
index of patterns now.
Item
=>
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/captu
re-1.png
Multiple times, I was never told I had blood clots
after ultrasound and going months without diagnosis,
never told I had imploded a genotype of Hep C while
advising me not to get another biopsy, for if I had
listened to them, I would be dying of liver failure
now, and here, this interview =>
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/captu
rn.png
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There was no diagnosis, and like I explained, there was
deliberate delay, impediment to get the recent test
results on a treatment that went undiagnosed for five
years, and in an online narrative to achieve
productivity, an escalation of denial of a colon
screening was implemented: biased, grievous of term
with Human and Civil Rights violations that date to
Item A =>
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/11/38430013_
140879243489504_8325463120231268352_n.jpg
Again, this “breath” issue, an exclusion from my livelihood and
placed on Disability in July 1989 because I am unemployable? I
would hold multiple jobs before this saboteur, and the
Psychiatric Doctor that put me on mental disability, sent there
by social services, he had AA material on his desk. Going to his
office one day to get documentation as to what may be my
problem, he threatened to call the Police!

Friday, October 25th – 2019
Extensively working with probability, permutation, combination
and game theory by way of the archetypes, I have stacked its
probability in a pipeline at where there is a schizophrenia
demarcation, so information transfer to me is at a priori and
extracted, transformed and then the load of collective state.
I don’t hear voices, I hear ETS: Extract, Transform and Load, so
I was aware of the “taze him” statement that was part of the
above explained at its motive this day. My work in this area is
transparent at ecmccready.com
Accosted multiple times this day, this “run into me,” I
proceeded to the Alhambra Civic Library, and the guy in the blue
hat deliberately did the “run into me.”
Item =>
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/blucong.jpg
Event =>
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed.jpg
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The patterns of congregate laughing was present as discussed on
the day that I entered the building and the Dr in question
regarding my colon screening and of which was denied, less I get
a psychiatric evaluation? Also, Officer Todd was adamant and in
the context of recent events out at Santa Anita Park Race Track
and in my opinion was under the influence of meth.
Multiple Alhambra PD entered the Library, began questioning me,
indexing my ID and holding my book bag out of reach as if it
were a carrot on a stick and all the while querying for my ID in
a futile attempt to find it – suggesting that I lunge or reach
for it, and I did see an errant black book bag today, and this
is in the pipeline with Arcadia Central Library and those drugs
to high schools.
They said that I was a person, lodge of a complaint that was
taking pictures and threatening to blow up stuff, a ridiculous
lie – outright, no grey area and all data here:
Data https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/stamt.jpg
Data https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/la.jpg
Data https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/mrva.jpg
Again, on a Friday, I am engaged by law enforcement from a
public library, excluded by way of grievous unprovoked attacks
and Human and Civil Rights Violations!
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